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Invitation to presentation of Norwegian's
Second quarter report

Norwegian will release the financial results for the second quarter and first
half of 2021 on Tuesday 31 August 2021. The report and presentation will be
made available at 7:00 AM (CET) at norwegian.com and newsweb.no.

The Company will present the results at 8.30 AM (CET) at Felix Conference
Center, Bryggetorget 3, Aker Brygge, Oslo. The presentation will be held by
CEO Geir Karlsen.



Due to the COVID-19 situation all participants attending the presentation
must be registered with name, phone-number and e-mail address.
Participants may pre-register by sending an e-mail with name and phone to
investor.relations@norwegian.com. Please ensure to maintain social
distancing and follow the health authorities’ general recommendations.

A live webcast will be available at
https://www.norwegian.com/uk/about/company/investor-relations/. In
addition to questions from the audience, we will open up for questions sent
to investor.relations@norwegian.com with subject "Question Q2
presentation". It is worth noting that questions from the audience will be
prioritized in the event of time constraints.

Norwegian Air Shuttle ASA
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About Norwegian

Norwegian is the largest Norwegian airline and one of Europe’s leading low-
cost carriers. The company has around 4,500 employees and offers a
comprehensive route network between Nordic countries and destinations in
Europe. Since 2002, more than 300 million passengers have flown with
Norwegian. The most important task has been to offer affordable plane
tickets to all and to offer more freedom of choice along the journey.

Norwegian is a driving force for sustainable solutions and the transformation
of the aviation industry. The company’s goal is to reduce its CO2 emissions by
45 percent within 2030. To this means, the company is renewing its fleet,
promoting sustainable aviation fuel, reducing its waste, and using wind and
weather data to calculate the most efficient fuel-saving flights routes.
Norwegian wants to become the sustainable choice for its passengers.
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